
Important Information About The End Time Harvest

It’s been a long journey through religion and out to where we are now. We’ve been deprogrammed and
reprogrammed of a great deal of spiritual knowledge. One area we still need Father’s mind is the End
Time Harvest, so it’s in alignment with his. We don’t want to get this wrong so we work against him and
his plans.

We can't dismiss an End Time harvest because it doesn't fit in with our personal Kingdom narrative.
Neither can we dismiss it because we believe it has come from the religious system, like the Rapture has.

Jesus said, “The harvest is the end of the age”1, so we can never say there won’t be such an event. We
need to know whatever gives us insight into what’s going to happen with this “harvest” so we’re ready
and waiting for him to tell us more, as the time gets closer. Besides that, he’s already given us a message
to “Prepare”2, so we should be finding out from him how to prepare for the harvest.

We already know that his harvest is not the revival that Christians are praying for. We know it will be a
massive transformation of the world through transformed people (sons). We believe that what occurred in
Amolonga (Venezuela) in the 1980s is an example of what it will be like in End Times.3

Below are important points from the records of a vision of the End Time harvest that Rick Joyner
received in a two-and-a-half-day prophetic experience in 1987.4 From this information you’ll see
that ‘The Harvest’, ‘The Manifestation of the Sons of God’, and ‘The Restoration of All Things’ are
intrinsically linked at “the end of the age”.

NOTE: These points are those which are relevant for us to be aware of. I have taken them from the
Introduction and chapters 1-2. I haven’t summarized everything from Rick’s book..
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• The harvest will exceed every previous outpouring of the Spirit.

• Jesus will be preached as Lord and not just Saviour. 

• The gospel will change from “Come and get saved” to “Bow the knee, he’s the King!”

• It will see the reaping of everything that has been sown in the past, both good and evil. 

• The evil that’s been sown in man will be unified (bundled) and come to fruition at the same time. 

• The “gathering” of evil will aid the “gathering” of the righteous.

• The distinction between ‘light’ and ‘dark’ will become increasingly obvious.

• Those sons who will be used greatly will not be self-seeking or self-promoting. Most of these will
remain unknown to believers at large and to the world. 

• Their works and their preaching will stir nations. Many will disappear from view before they become
well known.

• Many of the mighty apostles and prophets of the times will remain nameless and faceless to everyone.

• These will have no desire to build big ministries and they won’t covet fame or fortune. 

• These won’t rape and pillage the Bride for their own gain, like their predecessors and contemporaries.

• “Just as a natural eunuch is given entirely to preparing the bride for the king, and has no desire for
her as he is not even able, these will be completely given to preparing the church for her King. Their

1 – Matthew 13:39 (NIV)
2 – Received on 3-3-2021    canberraforerunners.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/MESSAGE-Prepare-3-3-2021.pdf 
3 – Documented in the Transformations video series.   See www.youtube.com/watch?v=-MG-XBkCTDY  [49:24-56:13]
4 – Rick Joyner (2013) “The Harvest, 25th Anniversary Edition” [kindle edition] 
      www.amazon.com.au/Harvest-Updated-Expanded-Rick-Joyner-ebook/dp/B00CTAC75K 
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whole purpose is to see the King’s joy because they are truly His friends. These will follow Him
wherever He goes.” 5

• The King’s leaders will not be in rebellion against leaders in the church system, but will be out of
harmony with them. They will often grieve over this division.

• The greatness of the harvest will astonish even the most optimistic believers of that time.

• The influx of new believers will be so great in some places that new believers will have to lead large
gatherings. 

• Congregations of <100 will be adding 1,000 people/week for periods of time. 

• Some ekklesia will divide every few months through spiritual reproduction so the numbers are kept to
a manageable level.

• Spontaneous meetings will even stir entire cities so they eventually fill huge stadiums where they will
gather for nights on end. 

• Popular sporting events will be cancelled for lack of interest. 

• Whole towns will travel to neighbouring towns for evangelism. 

• Records of great miracles during the harvest will dominate the news, which will help to fan the flames
of transformation all around the world.

• The light of Father’s sons will drive darkness out, even from entire regions. 

• Unrighteous  activity  such  as  pornography,  prostitution,  drug  use,  abortion  and  drunkenness  will
disappear in many areas without any government laws being established. 

• Large  factories  and businesses  will  shut  down for  days  at  a  time so  their  employees  can  attend
meetings. 

• Cities will hold bonfires to burn pornography, wicca books, astrological material, and illicit drugs.

• Witches, warlocks, occult mediums and mafia chiefs will happily bow their knee to King Jesus.

• Whole prisons will become ekklesias and produce some of the greatest spiritual teachers.

• Miracles greater than biblical marvels will  cause whole nations to acknowledge King Jesus, even
Communist ones. 

• The glory of the Lord will visibly appear upon some believers for periods of time and they will heal
everyone they touch.

• The appearance of angels will be commonplace, such that it will lose its significance. 

• The King will appear to apostolic councils and assemblies of elders to direct them. 

• His  appearances  will  greatly  encourage  believes  and  it  will  bring  about  the  respect  of  strident
opponents of the gospel.

• The Lord has never been as personal and intimate with his people as he will be then. 

• An exceptional characteristic of the harvest will be the young age of the workers. 

• The backbone of the revival will be teenagers and some of the greatest evangelists won’t even be in
their teens.

• Young children will carry out the same miracles as Jesus did.

• There will also be an unprecedented movement of the Spirit among the elderly.

• There will be regions where the King fully reigns. These will be the places where believers go out to
quell the fear and paranoia that will be sweeping the world.

• Great spiritual defeats and victories will see-saw all the time.

• Some large, world-renown cities will be under the dominion of the King, while others will be almost
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completely in the grip of incomprehensible evil.

• Both the King and the enemy will move in the greatest power they’ve ever displayed. 

• At the end, light and darkness will both increase throughout the entire earth. 

• Sons need to prepare for this conflict as there will be many martyrs during that time.

• In some places, believers will be almost completely wiped out. 

• The places of greatest attack by the enemy will be the places where the gospel message makes some
of the greatest advances. 

• “When the  battle  unfolds,  much of  the leadership  in  the  church will  have  gained their  positions
through self-promotion and political manipulation. Many who are considered generals by the people
will be privates in God’s eyes. Some in the lower ranks in the people’s eyes will be God’s top generals.
These will  not  even seek rank or  position in  the church at  this  time,  but  will  quietly,  sometimes
incognito, direct the end-time strategy of the church. Their authority will be in their wisdom.” 6

• For this harvest, a great spiritual “fishing net” will be formed to hold the ‘catch’ that is made. It will
be made of sons linking themselves together in relationship. 

• The strength of this net to keep the new believers firmly in their faith will  be determined by the
strength of the relationships and communication between sons. When these are strong, the safety net is
strong.

• Relationships will happen locally, between groups, and between the different streams of believers in
cities, states and nations around the world. 

• Because of the great numbers who will come into the Kingdom at that time, the net will rip open many
times and will need to be constantly mended. 

• The discord within the church system today is being utilized by the King to prepare peacemakers who
will be exclusively devoted to mend the great net. They will have a major impact on the effectiveness
of the entire transformation process. 

• Those who seem to find themselves in the middle of conflicts all the time should be encouraged that
they are now being prepared for work as a peacemaker.

• Strong bonds will form between believers all around the world. This will increase until at the end
when the unity of all believers will be realised. 

• Unity  will  form in  diversity,  not  conformity,  because  sons  will  have  matured  and  grown strong
together.

• Unity between individual believers and between groups has already begun, and that’s been under the
King’s direction.

• Meetings to form relationships may initially seem to be fruitless, but links will be made and they will
bear fruit. 

• The King’s presence in these meetings will begin to dissolve all assumptions that have been made and
all the façades which separate sons. 

• His presence will stimulate genuine, wholehearted worship.

• Barriers with leadership is currently being broken down because that’s where most division originates
and where the strength of partisanship lies.

• Leaders who resist this work of the King will cause him to work through their group members instead.

• The move of unity being brought about by the Spirit can’t be stopped. Pastors and leaders who resist it
will be removed from their positions.

• The growth of unity among believers will eventually reveal the true nature of all spiritual leaders. 

• Leaders who operate under a spirit of control will be the greatest threat to each move of the Spirit,
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from now until the end. 

• Some great leaders of today who have become too rigid in their emphasis on doctrine or are too tied
up with “spiritual Ishmaels” will not participate in the transformation process.

• Some of these will attempt to join the harvest work, but their superficial interrelationships will cause
them to be quickly torn from the net by the initial catch. 

• “Those who are linked together by doctrine, those who gather to personalities, or who are motivated
by a political spirit which seeks to unify around human alliances, will quickly be torn away. Only
those who are joined by and through Jesus alone will stand the pressure this harvest will bring upon
the church.” 7

• New converts will come with their own ‘baggage’ and that will put enormous stress on groups and
leaders. 

• The ‘cords of unity’ will need to be very strong to hold up under the pressure that new believers will
create.

• Knowing how to take “the Lord’s yoke”, instead of carrying your own burdens, will be essential so we
aren’t overwhelmed. 

• A major emphasis in preparation for the harvest will be learning to enter into the Sabbath rest of the
Lord. 

• Religious knowledge comes from the Tree of Knowledge, not from the Tree of Life. 

• The  “axe”  will  be  used  on  the  root  of  the  Tree  of  Knowledge  which  has  produced  religion,  to
eliminate it. 

• Those who live from the Tree of Life will shine with light and bring healing to the nations.

• Those who come out of religion will struggle in distress until they release themselves totally from
religious bondage. 

• “In the near future, the church will not be looking back at the first-century church with envy because
of the great exploits of those days, but all will be saying that He certainly did save His best wine for
last. The most glorious time in all of history has now come upon us.” 8

• We  desire to  see  immediate  results  from our  preaching or  witnessing,  but  that’s  not  a  Kingdom
attitude. It’s understandable to think like that because the lack of immediacy is an indication of failure
– so the world teaches us.

• Spiritual ‘seeds’ are protected and nurtured by the Trinity until the time is right for growth.

• Once believers begin to think long term, using the strategies of Heaven, they won’t focus on working
for quick results.

• These 2 attitudes will cease because they are not the Kingdom’s way: (1) The requirement to have a
formula for every spiritual activity; & (2) marketing the gospel as being about principles and laws. 

• Quick  “decisions for Jesus”  has brought in a  few  new believers,  but it has caused the public to be
immune to the genuine witness of the gospel of the Kingdom.

• “Between each great move of God there is usually a period of quietness in which there appears to be
little happening. This is the time for planting. As stated, our “reaping mentality” has caused us to
miss many of these planting seasons, but a new strategy and a zeal for sowing seeds is about to sweep
the  church.  Those seeking to  plant  for  the  harvest  will  be given  words of  wisdom and words of
knowledge for this purpose. Most of these will be subtle, gently arousing questions in those to whom
they are given. Others will astonish and profoundly move the recipients. At the proper time both will
accomplish their purposes.” 9

• Many denominations, local fellowships, and groups with a particular emphasis will begin disbanding
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as they realise their focus is wrong. 

• Some organizations will be disbanded by their leaders when they discover they aren’t relevant to what
or King is doing. Some believers will just leave their organisation behind.

• The facade of religious impostors will be pulled off for all to see who they really are.

• “The present  streams and movements  will  eventually  flow into  the  one  River  of  Life.  When this
happens, there will be nothing left that can stop or even hinder the force with which it flows. It will
sweep about like a great flood which carries away everything in its path. Every religious fortress and
lie which exalts itself against the knowledge of God will be swept away by this great river. As the
different  streams  of  light  begin  flowing  together,  their  power  will  become  concentrated  like  the
greatest laser from which there is no protection.” 10 
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IMPORTANT: Our focus must not to be on the harvest as there's too much work to do in the meantime.
This article has been produced to give us the right perspective on end times so we don't resist what our
King is doing.

Laurence
22-3-2021
(www.CanberraForerunners.org)

COPYRIGHT
This document is free to copy, republish and distribute, but only ‘as is’. It is free to quote from at length.

All Canberra Forerunners' documents are licensed under
Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported License

Quotes are the copyright of their authors.
Free graphics are from www.clker.com & free photos are from commons.wikimedia.org unless otherwise credited.

(Readers will need to look up for themselves any scriptures alluded to in this document)
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